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Neuralectomy? Craniotomy? Brainectomy. SCALP to stand for S-Skin, C-Connective tissue, A-
aponeurosis, L-loose connective tissue, P-periosteum. This is what the slides told us when we 
came into the lecture hall and viewed the presentation of Dr Mukesh Misra, a Neurosurgeon 
from the Antelope Valley Neuroscience group in Lancaster. He is removing the brain from a 
recently acquired cadaver. A first cut was made prior to the presentation, and the skin already 
reflected back towards the eyeballs and base of head. He proceeded to cut through the skull, by a 
motorized saw, on the bone - the dura mater being tight to the skull bone. The skin we were told 
can deflect easily. He marks the skull and cuts more with the saw. You can see bone fragments 
fly and smoke from the saw. A small bore hole is made. A screw driver (flat head) and mallet is 
used to pop open the thick frontal and occipital bones, but the temporal being thin only takes a 
few minutes to cut apart. He is going very slowly, so as not to destroy the structures underneath. 
Embalmment fluid leaves out to a flat pan on the floor. Within just a few minutes, he is able to 
cut the head bones apart. A circular cut is complete around the skull. He explains the scalp is 
very vascular & can heal easily. It was like seeing a opening of a christmas present as we all 
watched with anticipation to see our chosen insides of viewing. (He calls the students who help 
‘Scrubs’) We hear the bone CRACK. ......  I must mention there is no smell – course there is a 
door open a few feet away. Langjhar walks in with a foot and a half long screw driver to give to 
the surgeon for extra leverage. The head is as large as the body’s nose. Misra explains how 
surgery is mainly done in front of the coronal suture due to motor strips behind. ‘Especially in 
older people the dura holds the skull tightly to the brain. There are very few muscles which hold 
the skull, examples: masseter and temporalis’. He holds the back of the head tenderly as his 
whole body pulls to remove the skull. You can hear it in his voice and breath as the surgeon 
works hard. (Because the body’s head moves while being held, it gives the impression of being 
alive). He continues his removal carefully much like removing a cake from a cake pan, making 
sure all the sides come off cleanly. He slides his hand in as he separates the two.  
He stops to show the dura sleeves on the overhead slides. As he talks, he is holding the new 
screw driver, almost as long as his arm. I can now see the brain visibly. It is redder than the 
classroom brains. He talks about hematomas, subarachnoid hemorrhaging and epihematomas, 
and how bad it is in kids because of the fast progression.  
The back skull is off. 
I should mention Feickert holds the brain to the body, and has been helping as the SCRUB 
through the procedure. Langjhar has been working the slide projector and video camera, and 
Judy Sullivan has been working the door. All three are giving their precious extra hours to the 
anatomy students here tonight. 
Misra talks of the falx cerebri. He shows the diploid bone in the skull. We clearly see the cap, 
and he announces “the cap is off now.” 
Langjhar manually foot pumps the table up, making the body closer to the surgeon. Questions 
come into the surgeon as he works along. The neurosurgeon we were so grateful to have tonight 
is full of continuous information of the brain, and speaks of it so enthusiastically and 
understandably for all of us, with only a very slight accent. The skull cap is passed around and 
has been placed in a glass case. A-mazing. Smooth inside. He explains the base is rough and can 
result in damage to the brain during some injuries. The arachnoid matter is very visible compared 
to class specimens. The superior sagittal sinus is a finger’s width apart. That is also different. 
Feickert holds the brain to the head once again the surgeon shows more slides.    
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